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By Jennifer J Brown

Jjbrown Author, United States, 2011. Paperback. Condition:
New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****.Vector, a Modern Love Story, is told as a doctor s
experience with his patients in New York City, their intertwined
lives and loves. The doctor balances concern for his patients
health with conflicting emotions as he discovers the
connections between them. Two of his patients lives collide
unexpectedly in a tragic affair; a young opera student Eva, and
her mentor Michael, a successful older man. Michael runs a
philanthropic Foundation for healthcare along with the doctor,
based in New York City and in South Africa. Eva knows that
Michael fascinates her, but she does not know that he is a
dangerous man. Pursuing her desire for Michael as she
matures from student to woman, Eva confuses dramatic opera
fantasies with reality. She impulsively acts out her dreams at
The Foundation Benefit Ball hosted by Michael and the doctor,
in the city. As her singing career blossoms over the following
weeks, she uncovers the secrets of Michael s past. The hidden
dangers of loving Michael come to light, forcing both Eva and
the doctor to search for hope beyond their love for...
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I actually began looking at this pdf. It is actually rally interesting throgh reading time period. You will not really feel
monotony at at any time of your respective time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you ask me).
-- B r a ya n Mohr  Sr .-- B r a ya n Mohr  Sr .

A superior quality publication along with the font used was fascinating to learn. I have read through and i also am
certain that i am going to going to go through yet again again in the future. Your life period will likely be enhance the
instant you total reading this publication.
-- Donnie Rice-- Donnie Rice
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